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- BIO LAB (CODE 800010070)

  BIOLOGICAL SHELTERED FIELD LABORATORY - (SHELTER B-LAB/1104 MODEL) PLC3 (EX BL3) - 

  (STANAG 4632)

- BIO/CHEM LAB (CODE 800010077)

  BIOLOGICAL & CHEMICAL SHELTERED FIELD LABORATORY - PLC3 (EX BL3) AND PLC2 - (STANAG 4632)

- R/N LAB (CODE 800010079)

  RADIOLOGICAL & NUCLEAR SHELTERED FIELD LABORATORY - PLC3 (EX BL3) - (STANAG 4632)

For more information refer to our documentation: UP 1013  UP 1351
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I���������� MOBILE FIELD LABORATORIES are designed for use in contaminated areas under extreme climate conditions, 
for the identification of CBRN warfare agents for the analysis of several kinds of substances (liquids, solids, aerosols, wipes).

INDEPENDENT MOBILE FIELD LABORATORIES can be operational within 30 to 60 minutes (with 2 operators only) and, can give 
reliable results within 3-4 hours.

INDEPENDENT MOBILE FIELD LABORATORIES are self-(un)loading, equipped with a clean water tank of 1.000-liter capacity
and can sustain operations for at least 72 hours, without resupply. Operators can work in safety within a controlled environment 
provided by a complete air filtration system with carbon active and HEPA filters.

INDEPENDENT MOBILE FIELD LABORATORIES can be customized according to client/final user’s needs and requirements. 

The laboratory adaptable and can integrate a range of the detection instruments  as specified by the end user.
In particular:
- BIOLOGICAL DETECTION: immunological method, PCR real time, etc.
- CHEMICAL DETECTION: spectrometer and others
- RADIOLOGICAL AND NUCLEAR DETECTION: iperpure spectrometer and others.

Dimensions 6,1 m (19,8 ft) x 2,4 m (8 ft) x h. 2,4 m (8 ft)
Weight  8000 kg (17637 lb)

Description

Capabilities (with optionals analysis instruments)

Technical characteristics

IMFL 

Customized to the different needs


